bis henderson
group

FROM TOTAL TALENT
TO BREAKTHROUGH
SOLUTIONS, WE’VE
GOT YOU COVERED

A leading outsource service provider,
Bis Henderson Group offers fully
integrated, future fit solutions to the
supply chain and logistics industry.

RECRUITMENT
SERVICES

SUPPLY CHAIN
CONSULTING

WAREHOUSE
SPACE

Blending expertise with drive and agility we
create immediate benefits as well as lasting
value for our clients; freeing them up to
concentrate on what matters most to
their business.

LEARNING
ACADEMY

Each Group business has its own specialist
strength and capabilities. You’ll find whether
you work with one division or all of them in
concert, you’ll be working with like-minded
people and a culture based on knowledge,
integrity and market leading execution.

Lets talk
We believe the best solutions
start with a conversation:

01604 876 345
enquiries@bis-henderson.com

Bis Henderson Recruitment:
Recruiting the best talent in the
industry for your business

INTERIM
MANAGEMENT

PERMANENT
RECRUITMENT

TURNKEY
PROJECTS

As recruitment specialists, we work with businesses
to hire supply chain, logistics and procurement
professionals across professional, management and
executive roles.
With a very successful track record spanning more than
30 years, we use our extensive experience recruiting
across the UK and Internationally to source the
candidates you need to drive your business forward.
From standalone vacancies to building an entire team,
we know the market inside out and find the right
candidates for your business ensuring skillset and
cultural fit requirements are met.
Successfully leveraging our industry expertise and
unrivalled network, we specialise in understanding your
recruitment challenges to deliver great candidates who
will be catalysts of change for your business.

bis-hendersonrecruitment.com

Bis Henderson Consulting: Hands-on,
operationally grounded support
Everyone in our industry-leading team has made
their mark in either retail, manufacturing, global
logistics, transport or automation. This tangible
and results driven experience means our
solutions are not only well informed, they are
also practical, and most importantly, tailored
to your business.
Beyond defining strategy and designing solutions,
we can even deploy resources to implement our
recommendations when required and are proud
of the results achieved for our customers.

Bis Henderson Consulting
are straight talking, and
give advice based on first-hand
experience. Their consultants
all have double digit years of
relevant industry experience
and knowledge. They know
what they are talking about,
are grounded and no-nonsense
in their approach.
Justin Suter Supply Chain Director, WDFG

bis-hendersonconsulting.com

Bis Henderson Space: A risk free
approach to sourcing warehouse
space, operational services and property
As part of the Bis Henderson Group we have access to an unrivalled
network of contacts across the UK and Europe, which means we find
available space extremely quickly and unlock capacity not commonly
available in the market place.
Using our open network we can provide you with the information you
need to make an informed decision at the outset without committing
any upfront time or cost.
We take the hassle out of the process, limit the lead time and
drive the best commercial deal for you.

Benefits of our approach
Fast service – We find a solution and get you
up and running very quickly
Open network – Unbiased advice so that you
can choose the best solution
Expert guidance – We work with you
to minimise risk
Cost management – We reduce operational
costs and eliminate exceptional charges

bis-hendersonspace.com

Bis Henderson Academy: Helping you
make the most of the Apprenticeship Levy
If your business is not already spending its
Apprenticeship Levy funds, now is the time to
take action. You have already incurred the cost
(the funds have been deducted by HMRC since
2017); the only way to get any value in return is
to spend the funds on developing your people.

We can help you understand how the Levy
affects your business. We’ll then help you
utilise the credits to the greatest effect with
flexible, tailored programmes designed
specifically for your unique requirements.

Bis Henderson Academy helped us align
our team’s skills gaps with the most
relevant qualifications so we could meet our
business training goals, from there we’ve been
able to use the Levy to fund an internallybranded learning and development programme.
It was so important to pick a training provider
who could teach us what we needed to know
and guide us through the process.
Head of Policy and Employee Relations
NFT Distribution Operations Ltd

bis-hendersonacademy.com

